RUSSIA

The German high command today made no mention of the fighting in the province of Brandenburg but the German overseas news agency said that Marshall Zhukov's forces had reached the Oder on either side of Frankfurt and also reached the outskirts of Kustrin, just under 40 miles from the German capital. According to the Germans the first Red assault on Kustrin was hurled back. Moscow's latest official report put Zhukov's troops at from 20-30 miles from Frankfurt but Red correspondents say that it is quite possible that Zhukov's spearheads had reached the Oder at several places. Marshall Zhukov's right flank has encircled the town of Schildmuhl and has driven to within 60 miles of the Baltic between Danzig and Stettin. Zhukov's left flank is reported to have broken through German defenses between Breslau and Frankfurt and to have reached the German Oder. The Germans have brought up large numbers of tanks and planes to try and check Zhukov's sweep but Red air force planes are dealing with the Luftwaffe and hunting down Nazi armor. In Berlin, fortifications are being thrown up all over the city. Berlin radio says that Berlin will be defended and says that civilians streaming into the German capital have caused a serious shortage of civilian supplies.

Belgium:

American First and Third Army troops are now on or across the German frontier along a 30 mile stretch. Yanks of the First Army pushing into the Siegfried line beyond Monschau are reported to be meeting slight resistance. General Patton's Third Army forces have advanced up to 2 miles on a 5 mile front beyond St. Vith. In northern Alsace, Seventh Army troops have pushed on 1½ miles over the Moder River against determined resistance. In southern Alsace, the Colmar Pocket is rapidly collapsing. There are reports that the Germans are evacuating part of Colmar. Correspondents say that the Nazis are pulling back across the Rhine. French troops have broken through to the Rhine about 10 miles northeast of Colmar.

Well over 1000 RAF bombers last night plastered rail centers in Berlin, Mainz, Ludwigshafen and Zeigen in support of the Russian offensive. Mosquitos in great strength hampered Berlin twice during the night with 4000 pound bombs. RAF Mosquitos out in daylight yesterday went for rail targets east of Cologne and pounded and cannon-shelled 500 railway cars. More than 700 American heavies yesterday attacked Mannheim, Ludwigshafen and bridges over the Rhine. RAF heavies out in daylight yesterday hit targets in Western Germany.

Italy:

Allied planes from Italy yesterday flew more than 1400 sorties including attacks on targets in Austria and the Po Valley.

Pacific:

American troops of the U.S. Eighth Army under Lt. Gen. Eichelberger have landed on the west coast of Bataan, on Luzon southwest of Manila. Manila is now threatened from three sides. Sixth Army troops from the north were last reported just over 20 miles from the city. Another American force is advancing across the base of the Bataan Peninsula.

Troops of the 15th Indian Corps have made another landing on an island south of Ramree Island off the western coast of Burma.